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ABSTRACT 
We characterize the stable invariant (or deflating) subspaces of a regular 
matrix pencil. 
INTRODUCTION 
By Cmxn we denote the space of m x n complex matrices. We identify 
Cn with Cnxl as usual. C[,lnxn is the set of n x n polynomial matrices. 
Let A,B E Cnxn. The polynomial matrix XB - A E C[,],‘, it is said a 
regular (matrix) pencil if det (XB - A) $0. Two regular pencils XBi - Al, 
XB;? - A2 E @[Xlnxn are said be strictly equivalent if there exist invertible 
matrices P, Q E Cnxn such that 
XBz - AZ = P(XB1 - A1)Q. 
In this paper we characterize the stable invariant (or deflating) sub- 
spaces for a regular matrix pencil XB - A in terms of the Segre character- 
istics of this pencil and those of the pencils restricted to the subspaces. In 
these same terms, we establish the stability in the sense of Lipschitz. This 
last problem was analyzed also by other means in the book [5] by G. W. 
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Stewart and Ji-guang Sun, Theorems 2.14 and 2.15, pp. 309-310, where it 
was proved that a simple (in their terminology) subspace is Lipschitz stable 
(see [3] also). Our paper is based on Chapter 15 of the book [l]. 
The complex number Xr is said to be a finite eigenvalue of the regular 
pencil XB - A if det (XrB - A) = 0. It is said that infinity is an eigenvalue 
of the regular pencil XB - A if det (B) = 0. We denote by (T(XB - A) the 
subset of c = @ U {cm} formed by all eigenvalues of XB - A. 
A partition is a finite or infinite sequence a = (or, az, . . .) of nonnegative 
integers such that ai 2 a2 2 . . ’ are almost all zero. The number of positive 
terms in a is called the length of a. Now, let XB - A E C[A],‘, be a 
regular pencil, and let p be an eigenvalue of XB - A. If I_L E Cc, let us 
suppose that 
are the elementary divisors of XB - A associated to p. If p = 00, let us 
suppose that 
are the infinite elementary divisors of XB - A. In both cases, ni 2 nz 
> ... 2 nh. The partition (nr, nz, . . . , nh, 0,. .) is called the partition 
corresponding to p in the Segre characteristic of XB - A and denoted 
by Segre(p, XB - A). The length of Segre(p, XB - A) is called the geo- 
metric multiplicity of p as an eigenvalue of XB - A, and it is denoted by 
gm(p, ~3 - A). 
1. INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
DEFINITION l-l [4]. Given the regular pencil XB - A E CIXlnXn, a 
subspace N of @” is said (XB - A)-invariant (or deflating) if 
dim(AN + BN) 5 dim N. 
PROPOSITION l-l. Given a regular pencil XB - A E C[,lnxn and a 
subspace N of C”, then N is (XB - A)-invariant if and only if dim(AN 
+ BN) = dim N. 
Proof Let Xc E Cc such that XoB - A is invertible. It is easily veri- 
fied that 
(XoB-A)N+BN=AN+BN, 
and, since XoB - A is invertible, it follows that dim(AN+- BN) > dim N. 
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If N is (XB - A)- invariant, then dim(AN+BN) _< dim N. Now, it follows 
that dim(AN + BN) = dim N. The converse is trivial. ??
PROPOSITION 1-2. Given a regular pencil XB - A E C[,lnxn and in- 
vertible matrices P,Q, let XB1 - A1 = P(XB - A)Q. Let N be a subspace 
of C”. Then the subspace N is (XB-A)-invariant if and only if the subspace 
Q-IN is (XB1 - Al)-invariant. 
Proof. Straightforward. ??
THEOREM l-l. Given a regular pencil XB - A E CIXlnxn and X0 E Cc 
such that det(X,B - A) # 0, let N be a subspace of Cc”. Then N is 
(XB - A)-invariant if and only if N is (XoB - A)-‘B-invariant. 
Proof. Since (XoB - A)N + BN = AN + BN, it follows that 
dim(AN + BN) = dim[(XoB - A)N + Bnr] = dim[N + (XoB - A)-lBNj. 
Now, by Proposition l-l, we have 
N is (XB - A)-invariant w dim(AN + BN) = dim N 
e dim(N + (XoB - A)-‘BN) = dim N 
H N is (XoB - A)-‘B-invariant. 
Now we will consider the restricted pencil associated to an invariant 
subspace. 
THEOREM l-2 [5, Theorem 2.10, p. 3041. Let N c cn be an invari- 
ant subspace of the regular pencil XB - A E C[,lnxn. Let us suppose that 
dim N = r. Then XB - A is strictly equivalent to a triangular pencil 
with XBll -All E C[,]“‘. In addition, the passage matrices P and Q can 
be chosen so that 
Q-'N=(y):={(t;) ZEC’} 
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XBii - AlI is called the restricted regular pencil associated to N. 
PROPOSITION l-3. Given the regular pencil XB - A E (c[X]“““, let 
Xo E Cc be such that det(XsB - A) # 0. Then Xi E a(XB - A) if and only 
if l/(X0 - Xl) is un eigenvalue of (XsB - A)-lB. 
REMARK. Observe that 00 E a(XB - A) if and only if 0 is an eigen- 
value of (XcB - A)-lB. 
Proof Straightforward. ??
PROPOSITION 1-4. Given regular pencils XB - A, XC - D E ,[,lnxn 
and Xc E Cc such that det(XoB - A) # 0 and det(X& - D) # 0, then 
XB - A and XC - D are strictly equivalent if and only if (XaB - A)-‘B 
and (X,&‘- D)-lC’ are similar. 
Proof If (A& - D)-lC’ = P-‘[(XaB - A)-lB]P, then XC - D = Q 
(XB -A)P, where Q-l = (XaB-A)P(X&- D)-l. The converse is trivial. 
w 
THEOREM l-3. Given the regular pencil XB -A E @[Xlnxn, let & E @. 
be such that det(XoB - A) # 0. Let X1 E a(XB - A) n @. Then (X - XI)~ is 
an elementary divisor of the pencil XB - A if and only if [A - l/(X0 - Xi)]” 
is an elementary divisor of (XaB - A)-lB. The pencil XB - A has the 
infinite elementary divisor @ if and only, if XS is an elementary divisor of 
(X,,B - A)-lB. 
Proof It is sufficient to consider XB -A in Weierstrass canonical form 
and to apply Propositions l-3 and l-4. ??
COROLLARY l-l. Let N c Cc” be an invariant subspace of the regular 
pencil XB - A E cCIXlnxn. Let Xa E C be such that det(XcB - A) # 0. 
Let XB1 - A1 be the restricted regular pencil associated to N, and let T 
be the restriction of (XaB - A)-lB to its invariant subspace N. Let X1 E 
a(XB1 - Al) n @. Then (X - Xl)” is an elementary divisor of the pencil 
XB1 - Al if and only if [X - l/(X0 - Xi)]” is an elementary divisor of T. 
The pencil XB1 - Al has the infinite elementary divisor $ if and only if 
X” is an elementay divisor of T. 
Proof. Straightforward. ??
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2. STABLE AND LIPSCHITZ STABLE INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
DEFINITION 2-1. Let I( . I( be the spectral matrix norm. Let XB - A E 
C[,],X, be a regular pencil. A (Xl3 - A)- invariant subspace N is called 
stable if given E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that IJC - BII + ((D - AIJ < S 
for a matrix pencil XC - D E @[Xl 71xn implies that XC - D is regular and 
has an invariant subspace M with B(M, N) < E. Here 6 denotes the gap 
metric (see [l, p. 3871). 
REMARKS. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
If XB - A E ,[,I,“’ is a regular pencil, then there exists a 61 > 0 
such that \JC - BII + ))D - All < 6 1 implies that XC - D is a regular 
pencil. 
Let Xc E c such that det(XcB - A) # 0. Then there exist a 62 > 0 
such that (IC - BII + JID - AlI < 62 implies that det(X& - D) # 0. 
From now on we suppose that 6 (in Definition 2-l) is sufficiently small 
so that IIC - BII + IlD - A(( < S implies remarks (1) and (2). 
Inv(XB - A) denotes the lattice of (XB - A)-invariant subspaces. 
THEOREM 2-1. Given a regular pencil XB - A E @[Xlnxn and X0 E @ 
such that det(XeB - A) # 0, let N be a subspace of Cn. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) N is (XB - A)-stable, 
(ii) N is (XoB - A)-IB-stable. 
Proof. We suppose that N is (XB - A)-stable. Let us assume that N 
is not stable for (XoB - A)-‘B. Hence, there exist an E > 0 and a sequence 
T,, m = 1,2, . . . , of n x n matrices such that T, -+ (XoB - A)-‘B when 
m 4 oo and 
VW) 2 E for all M E Inv(T,), m = 1,2,. . . , P-1) 
Let us define B, = (XoB - A)Tm and A, = XoB, - XoB + A. Then 
XB, - A, --+ XB - A when m + oo, and since N is (XB - A)-stable, 
there exists (for all m greater than or equal to an me sufficiently large) 
a sequence of subspaces M, E Inv(XB, - A,) = Inv(T,) (see Theorem 
l-l) such that 
lim M, = N, 772--rCC 
which contradicts (2-l). Then N is (XoB - A)-lB-stable. 
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With the same arguments one proves that (ii) + (i). ??
COROLLARY 2-l. Given a regular pencil XB - A E @[Xlnxn, and N a 
(XB - A)-invariant subspace. Let XB1 - Al be the restricted regular pencil 
associated to N. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) JV is (XB - A)-stable. 
(ii) For every p E F(XBI -AI) such that gm(p, XB - A) > 1, the equality 
Segre(p, XB1 - Al) = Segre(p, XB - A) 
is satisfied. 
Proof. It is based on [l, Theorem 15.2.1, p. 4481, Theorem 2-1, and 
Corollary l-l. ??
DEFINITION 2-2. Let XB - A i fI[,lnxn be a regular pencil. A 
(AB - A)-invariant subspace N is called Lipschitz stable if there exist posi- 
tive constants K and 6 such that (IC- BII + ((D-All < 6 for a matrix pencil 
xc - D E ,[,],x, implies that XC - D is regular and has an invariant 
subspace M with 
REMARK. We recall remarks (l), (2), and (3) that come after Defini- 
tion 2-l. 
LEMMA 2-l. Let XB - A E (c[X] nxn be a regular pencil, and let X0 E UJ 
be such that det(XoB - A) # 0. Th en there exists a constant 61 > 0 such 
that IlC-BII +llD-AlI < 61 for a mattipencil XC- D E ,[,lmxn implies 
that XC - D is regular and 
II(XoB - A)- - (XoC - D)-'Cl1 5 L(llC - B/I + [ID -All), 
where the constant L depends on X0, B, A. 
Proof To prove this lemma, it is sufficient to see that for sufficiently 
small 61 we have that (see [2, p. 3351). 
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(((XoB - A)-1 - (X& - D)-lll 
II(XoB - A)-‘MC -B) - (D - A))ll 
’ 1 - (](XoB - A)-‘(Xo(C - B) - (D - A)),, “(“B - A)-1” 
and to use the equality 
(&B - A)-lB - (XoC - D)-‘C = (XoB - A)-l(B - C) 
+[(XoB - A)-’ - (XoC - D)-‘]c. 
a 
THEOREM 2-2. Given a regular pencil XB - A E c[X]“““, X0 E a=, 
such that det(XsB -A) # 0, let N be a subspace o+fC?. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) JV is (XB - A)-Lipschitz stable. 
(ii) JV is (XbB - A)-‘B-Lipschitz stable. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): It is sufficient to observe that if ? is a perturbation 
of T ,= (XoB_- A)-lB, then T^ = (X05 - A)-‘fi, where B^ = (XoB - A)? 
and A = Xo B - X0 B + A; moreover 
I@ - BII + llA^ - All I IboB - All(l + Pol)ll~ - TII. 
(ii) + (i): It is immediate from Lemma 2-l. 
COROLLARY 2-2. Let XB - A E UZ[,lnxn be a regular pencil, and let 
N be a (XB-A)-. znvariant subspace. Let XB1 - A1 be the restricted regular 
pencil associated to N. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) JV is (XB - A)-Lipschitz stable. 
(ii) For every p E a(XB1 - Al), Segre(p, XBI - Al) = Segre(p, XB - A). 
Proof. It is a consequence of Theorem 2-2 and Theorem 15.5.1, p. 459 
of [l]. ??
REMARK. It is possible to extend many of the theorems in Chapters 
14, 15, and 16 of [l] to the case of regular pencils in a similar way. 
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